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Indoor Cultivation Guidelines 

In an effort to help clarify when permits are required for indoor cultivation, the City of Rohnert Park has 
put together the follow guide.  Please note: when in doubt please contact the Building Department at 
building@rpcity.org or by calling 707-588-2240. 

Typically any devices such as fans, pumps, heaters, lights or other devices used in cultivation operations 
or processing (equipment) that have an integrated cord and plug connection do not require building 
permits. This also applies to equipment used once plants are harvested. 

As a general rule, any equipment that is directly connected to a building's electrical, mechanical, plumbing 
system or alters or modifies the building’s structure itself would require a permit.  Examples of things 
requiring a permit would be as follows: 

Electrical 

 Altering the existing electrical system 
 Adding equipment connected directly to an electrical panel 
 Extending electrical circuits 
 Adding or moving electrical outlets 
 Adding or moving electrical panels 
 Changing the size of electrical breakers 
 Changing the type of outlet 

Mechanical 

 Altering the existing mechanical system 
 Adding equipment directly connected to the mechanical (HV/AC) system 
 Adding or moving of ducts or exhaust piping 
 Changing the type or material of ducts or exhaust piping 
 Relocating the termination of ducts or exhaust piping 

Plumbing 

 Altering the existing plumbing or sanitary sewer system 
 Adding or moving plumbing fixtures or drains 
 Adding equipment directly connected to the plumbing or sanitary sewer system 

Structural 

 Alterations to the building framing (including creating new spaces within an existing room) 
 Adding equipment that increases the weight that the building must support 
 Cutting or drilling in to the building 
 Installation of equipment above finished spaces that utilize or store water 

The items mentioned above are all regulated by the California Building Code Standards. Fees for these 
items are established and published on the City's website.  Please check with the Fire Department about 
the use and storage of hazardous materials.   

 



Indoor Cultivation Guidelines 
Plan Requirements 
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When submitting plans relating to building, electrical, mechanical or plumbing modifications for indoor 
cultivation please include the follow items. 

1. Provide a floor plan for the floor that the cultivation will be conducted.  On that floor plan show the 
following. 

a. The location of the cultivation area. Please note cultivation area shall not exceed 100 square 
feet or ten feet in height for cannabis. No living cannabis plants shall be visible, and light, 
heat, or other environmental impacts associated with personal cultivation shall be detectable, 
from a public place, right-of-way, or neighboring property. 

b. The route and size of any utility servicing the cultivation area  
c. Location of storage of chemicals/materials 
d. Location  and type of emergency equipment  
e. Identify type of media cultivation (Soil and Water based) 

2. Provide electrical load calculations 
a. Identify type and size of lighting. Please note lighting shall not exceed 1,200 watts total for 

cannabis. 
b. Identify type and size of ventilation equipment  
c. Identify type and size of pump equipment (if applicable) 
d. Identify type and size of any other miscellaneous equipment used for cultivation 

3. Include construction details showing how the following will be constructed 
a. Framing 
b. Any utility servicing (mechanical, electrical, or plumbing) the cultivation area 
c. Identify how constructions will address hazardous conditions  

i. Fire and smoke spread 
ii. For cultivation areas above finished space provide details for secondary containment 

to stop water damage. 
iii. For cultivation areas where the indoor air environment would be altered by 

equipment detail alarms and detection devices used to protect the indoor air quality. 
Please note use of gas products (CO2, butane, etc.) for cannabis cultivation or 
processing is prohibited. 

d. Also provide notes on plans detailing how cultivation material will be managed 
i. Recycling 

ii. Composting 
iii. Disposal  

 


